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I was left orphaned by my father, and I beg and beseech you: by this 
trial give me back the right to bury my mother in our ancestral tombs, 
and do not prevent me from doing so. Do not make me an outcast 
from my city, do not deprive me of so many family members, and do 
not utterly destroy me. Rather than leave them behind if! cannot be 
saved by them, I would kill myself, so they could at least bury me in 

my fatherland. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Acting, he says, to avenge his father, a man named Epichares I 
brought a denunciation of the SOtt called an endeixis against his futher's 
enemy, Theocrines.2 The father was debarred from bringing the prose
cution himself: he had been disenfranchised (atimos) ever since Theoc
rines had successfully prosecuted him on a charge of unconstitutional 
action (graphi paranomon3) (30). Epichares' father pressured his young 
and inexperienced son to institute litigation (2) and coached him in 
some detail (5)· The specific complaint in Epichares' endeixis is that 
Theocrines had himself brought two prosecutions, despite his being a 
state debtor (ophei!On to; dimosiiii) and therefore prohibited as atimos 
from doing so. 

Our sources for the procedure of endei.xis are not extensive, and 
there has been disagreement among scholars as to some of its features, 

1 As in the case of some other trials, it is not the text itself that provides the 
speaker's name, but the hypothesis by Libanius. It is possible that Libanius was 

simply guessing that, like many Greeks, the speaker bore his grandfather's name 
(see 67), a man about whom there is some independent evidence ifhe is indeed 
Epichares of the deme Cholleidae. Even if that was the speaker's name, his iden
tification is problematic, as it is a common name (Qsborne and Byrne 1994 list 
eighty-five men called Epichares). 

lAside from this speech, Theocrines has left no trace in our evidence. 
3 By agraphe paranomon, a public action charging mar a decree (psephisma) was 

contrary to the laws. Formally, the charge was direcred against the decree, which 
would be nullified if rhe action succeeded, but the man who proposed ir was also 
in jeopardy. 
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especially how it relates to apagiige.4 Etymology suggests translating en
deixis as "pointing to" and apagiigl as "taking away," but neither these 
translations nor the more idiomatic (and technical sounding) "in
dictment" and "arrest" are very informative. The most comprehensive 

study of these procedures to date, that ofM. H. Hansen,' argues that 
they are "two phases of the same type of process." Endeixis and apagiigl 
did not, in Hansen's view, differ according to whether the prosecutor 
himself or state officials arrested the alleged offender; the real differ
ences were (I) that only apagiigl required the claim that the person or 
persons arrested had been caught in the criminal act, (2) that an en
deixis might require a summons, but an apagiigl, by its very nature 
("summary arrest") did not, and (3) that the prosecutor in an endeixis 
(but not an apagiigl) might have had the option to agree to bail for the 
defendant. But there is no scholarly consensus on these points, and 
much remains uncertain about these procedures. 

The authorship of this speech has been controversial since antiq
uity. Callimachus, the 'great Alexandrian poet and scholar of Greek lit
erature (third century BC), listed the speech in his catalogue of speeches 
by Demosthenes, but Dionysius of Halicarnassus (first century BC

first century AD) believed it was written by Dinarchus, the last of the 
canonical Attic orators. This was a deduction from the speaker's invec

tive against Demosthenes for withdrawing his support (42) and Di
narchus' unquestionable hatred for Demosthenes (see Din. I, Against 
Demosthenes). Harpocration, a lexicographer of the first or second cen
tury AD, straddled the fence, attributing the speech to either Demos
thenes or Dinarchus. Libanius (fourth century AD) concludes his sum
mary of the speech (the hypothesis) with the declaration: "Many regard 
the speech as belonging to Dinarchus, but it does not differ from De
mosthenes' speeches." 6 Scholars of the modern period have for the 
most part doubted that either Demosthenes or Dinarchus could be the 

40ther relevant speeches: Am. 5; And. I; Lys. 6; Oem. 25. 26. 
5 Hansen 1976: esp. 1-24. For a summary of the case at hand, see 137-138. 
6 In fact. the stylistic features intensively studied in the nineteenth century. rela

tive indifference to hiatus and runs of three short syllables. suggest the contrary (see 

the Introduction to Oem. 56)· 
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author. Arnold Schaeffer, the great nineteenth-century Demosthenic 
scholar. thought it was written by someone "second ra~e."7 The fre
quent inelegance of the Greek challenges the translator and appears to 
confirm Schaeffer's judgment. 

The speech is dated to 341 or 340, a few years alier the archonship 
ofLyciscus (28) but probably before Demosthenes' ascendancy in guid
ing Athenian policy toward Philip. 

58. AGAINST THEOCRINES 

[I] Gentlemen of the jury, our father suffered a misfortune in his 
public life, thanks to Theocrines here, and owed the treasury ten tal
ents; then this sum was doubled, 'leaving us no hope of salvation. For 
this reason, giving no weight to my youth or any other consideration, 
I thought I must bring this endeixis to punish him, with your help. 
[2] You see, gentlemen of the jury, my father, whom I have obeyed in 
everything, has been complaining to all his acquaintances that I might 
let the opportunity pass by when, because he is still alive? I could take 
vengeance on this man, and by making my inexperience and youth a 
pretext, allow him to be robbed of everything, while Theocrines ille
gally indicts many of the citirens and pursues them in malicious prose
cution,1O though it is not his right to do so. [3] So I ask you all, men 
of Athens, and I beg you to give me a friendly hearing, first because I 
am in court helping my father and obeying him, and second because 
I am young and inexperienced and would be content if! am able, with 
your goodwill, to expose this man's deeds. [4] Besides that, gentlemen 
of the jury, I have been betrayed-you will be told the truth-by men 
we trusted because of their hatred for Theocrines. When they learned 
what happened, they said they would join me in the litigation, but they 

7 Demosthenes und seine Zeit, Vol. 3 (Leipzig, 1858), 279-280. 

8 See Ath. PoL 48.1, with the commentary by P. J. Rhodes. 
90nce the father dies, me speaker would inherit his father's atimia (disenfran

chisement) as a state debtor; then his diminished status would bar him from pros
ecuting Theocrines. 

IOLit. «acting as a sykophant" (see 53.m). 
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have now abandoned me and have reached a settlement with Theoc
rines in this matter, with the outcome that there is now no one who 
will speak on my side, unless one of my own relatives helps out. 

[5] Now, Theocrines here was liable to manyendeixeis, and clearly 
in violation of all the laws dealing with them. But the most recent of 
his acts is, we find, the denunciation (phasis 11) concerning the boat; 

accordingly, my father wrote this into the endeixis he gave me. The 
clerk will read you first the law concerrting those who initiate a phasis 
but instead of carrying them through, make an illegal settlement. I 
suppose that it is fitting for me to start my speech at this point. Then 

the clerk will read the specific phasis, which Theocrines brought against 
Micon. 12 [To the clerk] Read it. 

[LAW] 

[6] This law, gentlemen of the jury, explicitly stipulates the terms 

on which those who choose to do so must enter indictments (graphai) 
or phasis actions or do ~ny of the things included in the law. The terms 
are as follows, as you have heard in the law itself: if a prosecutor does 

not get a fifth of the votes, he pays a penalry of one thousand drach
mas and, Theocrines, ifhe does not bring the prosecurion, he pays an
other thousand. The purpose is that no one engage in sykophancy or, 
with impuniry, make a profit by abandoning the ciry's interests. I con

tend that Theocrines is subject to this endeixis, because he initiated a 
phasis against Micon of the deme Collytus but did not prosecute him; 
instead, he accepted a bribe and let the matter go. [7] And I think I 
will also demonstrate this clearly. And yet, gentlemen of the jury, The
ocrines and his band have left no stone unturned in approaching wit
nesses, sometimes threatening, sometimes bribing them not to testify. 

11 The phasis procedure (lit. "showing") was a denunciation for cenain actions, 
including importing grain to any destination hut Athens (cf. Oem. 56), the mal
treatment of orphans, or the illegal possession of state property. A successful pros
ecutor. who did not need. to claim any personal injury from the offense, would be 
awarded one-half of the fine imposed by the court. For that reason, it was a pro
cedure particularly attractive for sykophants. Evidence for phasis is scanty, consist
ing mainly of this speech and a scene in Aristophanes' comedy, the Achamians. 

12Micon's identity is quite uncertain. See Davies 1971: 57-58£. 
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Nevertheless, if you want to help me, as is right, and if you order these 
men - or rather, join me in forcing them - either to testify or to swear 
that they koow nothing about it, and if you do not permit them to jab
ber away, the truth will be discovered. [To the clerk] First read the pha
sis and then the depositions. 

[PHASIS] 

[8] Gentlemen of the jury, Theocrines summoned Micon and pre
sented this phasis, and Euthyphemus, the market supervisors' clerk, 13 

received it. The phasis was displayed for a long time before their meet
ing place 14 until Theocrines took a bribe and, when the archons called 

him to the anakrisis (preliminary hearing), let the phasis be erased. To 
show that I am telling the truth [to the clerk], call Euthyphemus, who 
served as secretary to the board. 

[DEPOSITION] 

[9] [To the clerk] Now read the deposition given by those who saw 
the phasis publicly displayed. 

[DEPOSITION] 

[To the clerk] Call the market supervisors and Micon himself, 
whose boat was the subject of the phasis, and read out the depositions. 

[DEPOSITIONS] 

[10] You have heard, gentlemen of the jury, from those witnesses 
who were in the best position to koow about it, that Theocrines de
nounced Micon's boat, that the denunciation was displayed for a long 
time, and that when summoned to the preliminary hearing, he did not 
respond and did not carry through with the prosecution. And from the 
law itself you will readily learn that he is liable not only to the thousand
drachma fine but also to summary arrest (apagoge) l' and the other pro
cedures that this law sripulates for the man who engages in sykophancy 

13Men sdecred by lot to supervise the grain trade. See Alh. PoL 51.4. 
lotl.e., the office of the market supervisors. 

15 Summary arrest: see the Series Introduction, p. xxvi, and the Introduction 
to this speech. 
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against the merchants and ship owners. [II] The man who made this 
law, with the intent that corrupt merchants not go unpunished and 
that the others not have difficulties, simply forbade men from bring
ingphasis actions if they lacked the confidence to demonstrate to you 
that the violations alleged in the phasis had in fact occurred. And if a 
sykophant acts in violation of that rule, he is subject to endeixis and 
apagoge. [To the clerk] But read the law itself, since it will explain this 
business better than I can. 

[LAW] 

[u] You heat, gentlemen of the jury, what the law orders to be done 
to the sykophant. According/y, if Micon has done any of the things that 
Theocrines in his phasis accused him of doing and Theocrines has 
abandoned the matter and reached a settlement with the man, he does 
all of you wrong and deservedly owes the thousand drachmas. But if, 
on the other hand-men of Athens, let Theocrines choose between 
the alternatives-Micon sailed to a legitimate market, and Theocri
nes denounced him for that and summoned him, then he brings a ma
licious accusation against the ship owners and has violated not only 
the first law read out but also the one read out just now, and he has 
testified against himself that his speech and his actions ate corrupt. 
[13] After all, who would relinquish the oppottunity to act justly and 
claim a portion of the rewatd in accordance with the law and would in
stead want to reach a settlement and, for only a small additional profit, 
make himself liable under the laws, when he could, as I was just say
ing, get half of the value of the denounced property? No one, gentle
men of the jury, unless he knew he was guilty of engaging in sykophanry. 

[14] These then are two laws that the man who indicts others for 
unconstitutional action 16 violates. There is also a third law, which stip
ulates that any volunteer from among the citizens may enter an endeixis 
against anyone in debt to the state, or to Athena, or to any of the other 
gods, or to any of the Eponymous Heroes. I will show that Theocri
nes is a debtor belonging to that category, as he has not paid the seven 
hundred-drachma fine to his tribe's Eponymous Hero that was as
sessed at his euthyna. 17 [To the clerk] Please read this patt of the law. 

.GUt. brings a graphe paranomon. 
17The rendering of accounts to which all officials were subject at the conclu

sion of their term. 
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[LAW] 

[15] [To the clerk] Stop. You, Theocrines, do you hear what it says? 
" ... or to anyone of the Eponymous Heroes." [To the clerk] Now 
read the testimony of the tribe members. 

[DEPOSITION] 

Theocrines, gentlemen of the jury, would probably not have respect 
for many men or for those like Micon who spend most of the time sail
ing, seeing that he did not feel shame before his fellow tribe members 
or fear them while he managed their public business so badly that they 
convicted him of theft or when he was in debt to the state, though he 
knew very well that the laws forbade his bringing an indictment un
til he paid the fine. He was, thereby, doing violence to the laws in the 
belief that other men who owe fines should have no share in public 
life, bur that he was above the law. [16] Now, he will say that it was 
his grandfather, not he, whose natne is inscribed on the list of state 
debtors, IS and he will talk at length about it, claiming that it is that 
man instead. I cannot say for certain which of the two it is; but if it is 
his grandfather, as Theocrines will say, I think it is all the more just that 
you convict him, if this is so. [17] For ifhis grandfather has long been 
in debt to the state, and the law provides that he is his grandfather's heir, 
and he has long been bringing indictmenrs, although it was wrong for 
him to do so; 19 and if for this reason he will think that he should be 
acquitted, natnely, that he is a third-generation scoundrel, then he will 
not be saying what is just, gentlemen of the jury. [To the clerk] Now, 
to show that Theocrines himself admits that this was the fine, and that 
it was set by the tribe members in his name and his brother's, and that 
it is wrong for those who wish to be true to their oaths to reject this en
deixis, please take the decree that Scironides 2. proposed at the tribal as
sembly. [18] Theocrines catne forward and admitted that he was a state 
debtor, and he said, in the presence of tribe members, that he would 

18Thar would, of course, mean that grandfather and grandson shared the name 
Theocrines. 

19This shows that disenfranchisement (atimia) could be inherited. The same 
argument would, of course, apply to the speaker, whose father has been disen
franchised (see note on 58.2). 

20 Not othervvise known. 
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pay the fine-when he saw us coming fotward wanting to make cop
ies of the names written on the list. 

[DECREE] 

Men of the tribe Leontis, you would have had much higher praise 
for those who forced Theocrines to pay back the seven minas than for 
Theocrines himself.2I [19] There is a fourth law-yes, I admit that 
I have done extensive research on most of this man's deeds-accord

ing to which Theocrines here owes five hundred drachmas, as his 
father did not pay the supplementary fine he owed for claiming that 
Cephisodorus' slave was a free woman; 22 instead, he semed things with 
Ctesicles the speechwriter (logographos),23 who was involved on his ad
versaries' side, so that he neither paid the fine nor had his name posted 
on the Acropolis.24 [20] So I think that right now Theocrines owes 
the money just as much, according to the law. You see, if Ctesicles the 
metic makes a deal with him, one bad man with another, that some
one who by law oweS'an extra fine not be turned over to the official 
collectors, this would cause the city to be cheated of fines that are set 
by the laws. No, rather, it is fitting for legal opponents in private suits 
to make whatever mutual arrangements with each other they agree to 
among themselves, but in public matters they must arrange things as 
the laws require. [21] [To the clerk] Please read both the law that re
quires that a man convicted of illegally asserting that a slave is a free 

21 An obscure passage. The translation follows the Oxford Classical Text edi
tor, who believes that the speaker is addressing the men of the tribe Leontis, mak
ing a rueful reference to their voting on some occasion to honor Theocrines with 
an official laudation. The editor acknowledges that such an address to a portion 
of the jury is unusual but notes the apostrophe to the proposer of a law at 56. 

nEven if Theocrines' father did no more than make a symbolic declaration 
that the woman was not a slave, he was liable to prosecution by the man who 
claimed to be her rightful owner. It is curious that along with the defrauded owner, 
the state treasury stood to profit from a successful prosecution. At the end of the 
next section, Epichares explains the additional fine. Cephisodorus is not otherwise 

known. (For details, see Harrison 1968-1971, Vol. I: 178-179, 221.) 
23Like Lysias, Isaeus, and Dinarchus, a metic (see 20) and speechwriter. It is 

likely that the speaker hopes to excite prejudice against Theocrines by associating 
him with a man who falls in both these categories. 

24I.e., as a state debtor. 
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person pay to the public treasury one-half of the assessed value of the 
slave, and Cephisodorus' testimony. 

[LAW] [DEPOSITION] 

[To the clerk] Read also that law that stipulates that the man is in debt 
starting from the day he is fined, whether his name is posted or not. 

[LAW] 

[22] What other proof, gentlemen of the jury, is it right for an hon
est prosecutor to present that Theocrines here is correctly named in an 
endeixis and that he is liable in the endeixis not only for the thousand 
drachmas for which he is indicted but for many other fines? For my 
part, I think there is no other way. After all, Theocrines should not be 
expected to acknowledge on his own that he is in debt to the state 
treasury and to agree that he is properly indicted but rather to present 
exactly the opposite argument and bring in all sorts of accusarions, 
claiming he is the victim of a conspiracy, that he has fallen into this 
situation because of the indictments he has brought for illegal actions 
(graphai paranomon). [23] This is the last refuge for people who are 
proved wrong in the relevant matters, to devise accusations and ex
cuses that will make you forget the matrer at hand and turn your at
tention to arguments extraneous to the charge. Gentlemen of the jury, 
I would have kept my peace if I had seen this written in the laws that 
have been read out: "This is binding in the case of sykophants, unless 
Theocrines has been indicted and wishes to bring charges against Thu
cydides,25 or Demosthenes, or any other politician." But in fact, I do 
not see any of these excuses listed in the laws as a mitigating factor, and 
it is not a new excuse that you are hearing for the first time and should 
pay attention to; no, it has been put fotward countless times by men 
on trial. [24] I heat from the older men, gentlemen of the jury, that 
it is not fitting in general to forgive anyone who broke the law, but if 
anyone should be forgiven, it should not be chronic villains or those 
who betray the laws for money-that would not be reasonable-but 
those who, from lack of experience, involuntarily violate some provi-

25 Not otherwise known. He is, of course, not the historian with whom he 
shared a name. 
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sion of the written laws. Certainly nobody would say Theocrines be
longs to that category; on the contrary, there is nothing in the laws 

with which he is not familiar. 26 [25] For that reason you must watch 
him, keeping your eye not on my words or those that he will utter. It 
is not right, after all, that those who sit here to defend the laws con
centrate on long speeches and accusations but rather on matters that 
all of you could easily follow and by means of which you will show 
everyone in the city that you have judged this endeixis in a manner 
worthy of the laws. So ask him plainly,2? "Theocrines and all who en

gage in the same activities as he does, what do you say? Do you think 
it right that we, men sworn to judge according to the laws, vote con
trary to those laws because of your speeches? [26] When Micon, the 
man against whom Theocrines here initiated a phasis but did not pur
sue it, has given us his testimony and made himselflegally responsible 

for his testimony, and when the clerk agrees that he accepted the pha
sis from him, and in the deposition that was read out a little while ago 
he tOO has made himself responsible? Further, when the market super

visors, though reluctant, nonethdess gave the same testimony as Mi
con and the clerk? And on top of that, when men who saw the phasis 
posted and went to the Archons have testified, as you heard a little ear

lier?" No, that would not be right, gentlemen of the jury. 
[27] The defendant's habits and lifestyle will certainly not lead you 

to suppose that the depositions that have been read out are false, since 
Theocrines will demonstrate his character far more clearly from his 
habits than through his words. What has he not done that an evil syko
phant would do? Isn't it true that on account ofTheocrines' baseness 
his brother, while serving as a thesmothetes and turning to Theocrines 
for advice, gained such a bad reputation that at the confidence vote on 
magistrates (epicheirotonia ton archon) he was not only suspended but 
caused the dismissal of the entire board? 28 And if they had not begged 
and supplicated and promised that Theocrines would no longer ap
proach the board and if you had not been persuaded to return their 

"Cf.57.5n. 
27Though heckling by the jury and spectators was probably a common phe

nomenon in the courts (see ~7.6n), jurors could not formally make requests; thus 
these "scripts" that a speaker suggests to the jury should not be taken literally. 

28 For this procedure, whereby any Athenian citizen could propose the expul

sion from office of any magistrate, see Hansen 1999: 220-221. 
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crowns," wouldn't his colleagues on the board have suffered the worst 
possible disgrace? [28] I do not need to provide you with witnesses for 
this, since you all know that the thesmothetai in the year of Lyciscus' 
archonship30 were removed from office by vote of the Assembly be
cause of Theocrines. You should remember these events and assume 
that this man is the same man now as he was before. Indeed, not long 
after his removal from office, his brother died a violent death, and this 
was the attitude Theocrines took towards him: he sought out the per
petrators, and when he learned who they were, he accepted money to 
settle the case.3l [29] His brother was serving as a Sacrificer (hiero
poios) 32 when he died, and Theocrines illegally assumed this position, 
though he was not selected by lottery to fill the position or to be the 

alternate.33 He went around complaining bitterly about what had hap
pened to his brother, saying that he would summon Demochares to 
the Areopagus-right up to the moment that he settled with the guilty 
parties. What an honest man, so trustworthy, so immune to bribery! 

Even he would not make this claim. People say that a man who will 
honestly and fittingly take care of public matters should not want 

much but should be beyond the temptation to spend on themselves 
the funds that pass through their hands. [30] So much for the char
acter of his actions in regard to his brother, but now it is worth hear

ing about his conduct since he entered politics: you know, he will say 
that after his family, he loves you the best. I will srart with what he 

did to us. In the charge he brought against my father, gentlemen of 
the jury, when he prosecuted him for unconstitutional action (graphl 
paranomon), Theocrines said that the boy who was the subject of the 

decree was the victim of a plot. My father had proposed that Charide
mus, the son ofIschomachus, be awarded free meals in the prytaneion. 34 

[31] Theocrines contended that if the son returned to his father's home, 

29 Archons normally wore a myrde garland as a badge of their office (Lys. 26.8; 

cf. Arh. Pol. 58.4). 
3°344/3. 
31ThoUgh the speaker assumes the jurors will find Theocrines' action repre-

hensible, such a settlement did not violate Athenian homicide law. 
32For the duties of this magistracy, see Ath. PoL 54.6. 
33I.e., to substitute for a man who failed the eligibility test (dokimasia). 
34There is no rdiable information on this family aside from what the speaker 

presents. See Davies 1971: 6-7. The provision of meals in this building was not a 

.,! 
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he would lose all the property that Aeschylus, his adoptive futher, had 
given him. This was a lie, gentlemen of the jury: this never happened 
to any adopted person." He also said that Polyeuctus, who was mar
ried to the boy's mother, was responsible for all this, because he wanted 
to have the boy's property for himself. The jutymen were indignant at 
what had been told them, and though they considered the decree in it
self and the gifr to be legal, they thought the boy would really be robbed 
of his property. They fined my father ten talents, thinking he was act
ing in concert with Polyeuctus, and they believed that Theocrines had 
helped the boy. [32) This is more or less what happened in the court
room. But when this good man here realized that people were incensed, 
and that he had persuaded them that he was not entirely impious, he 
summoned Polyeuctus, indicted him before the Archon for maltreat
ment of an orphan (kakosis orphanjjn) , and presented the complaint to 
Mnesarchides the Assessor.36 Bur he accepted two hundred drachmas 
from Polyeuctus, and for a small sum he sold these shocking allega
tions, for which he h .. d my father fined ten talents; he gave up the case, 
retracted the indictment, and abandoned the orphan. [To the derk) 

Please call the witnesses to these acts. 

[WITNESSES) 

[33) If my father had been well off, gentlemen of the juty, and 
could have produced a thousand drachmas, he would have been com
pletely dear of the indictmenr for unconstitutional action (graphe para
nomjjn). You see, that is how much this man was asking. [To the derk) 
Please call Philippides of the deme Paeania,37 the man whom Theoc
rines told about this, and the othets who are aware that he spoke of it. 

[WITNESSES) 

[34) I think you would all believe, gendemen of the juty, that The
ocrines would have withdrawn the indictment of my father if some-

form of welfare but a mark of public distinction, best known from Socrates' play
ful suggestion in Plato's Apology (J6d) that this be his "punishment." 

35The speaker's claim is contradicted by Oem. 44.21-23. 

36 A type of magistrate's assistant; cf. Oem. 59.72. This may be the Mne
sarchides known from inscriptions to have served as a trierarch. 

37 A rich, politically active man, often honored for his services to the city. C£ 

Oem. 21.208. 
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one had given him the thousand drachmas, even if no one testified to 
thar effect. To show thar he has issued many other summonses and en
tered many orher indictments and then took a small payment to give 
them up and arrange a sertlement, I will call for you the vety men who 
made the payments, in order that you not believe him when he says 
that he was of his own accord guatding against those who make un
constitutional proposals and that the democracy is subverted whenever 
actions against such proposals are canceled." You know, this is what 
men who will sell anything cusromarily say. [35) [To the derk) Please 
call Aristomachus the son of Critodemus of the deme Alopece," since 
he gave him money. Or rather, it was in his house that one and a half 
minas "Yere paid to this man who does not accept bribes, concerning 
a decree thar Antimedon proposed for the men ofTenedos.'. 

[DEPOSITION) 

[To the clerk) Please read also, in order, the similar depositions of 
the other men, induding those made by Hyperides" and Demosthe
nes. You see, this is going too far: this man took the grearest pleasure 
in getting money by selling indictments ro those from whom nobody 
would rhink it right to ask for a bribe. 

[DEPOSITION) 

[36) This man will immediately say that this endeixis was brought 
against him just to keep him from pursuing the indictment (graphe) 
that he has brought against Demosthenes and rhe one against Thucyd
ides." You see, he is wonderfully clever at lying and saying nothing 
honest. Bur we, gentlemen of the jury, have looked into this also, and 

38The practice of prosecuting others for public offenses could be regarded as 
an act of public service (see Aristoph., Wealth 899-919), but it could also be the 
justification offered by a sykophant. A distinguishing mark of the sykophant might 
be his willingness to withdraw a case for a price. 

39 Aristomachus was a man of considerable prominence. Cf. Oem. 59. 2S. 
40 An island in the Aegean near the northern coast of Asia Minor. Nothing else 

is known about this decree or the man who proposed it. 

41 Another of the canonical Attic Orators. See Th~ Oratory of Classical Greece, 
Vol. ~. 

oI2It was not uncommon to bring a case against someone in order to prevent 
him from prosecuting some other case. See. for instance, Ant. 6. 
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we will show you that the city is not at all injured. by Zeus. whether 
Thucydides' decree is valid or annulled. Still. it is not right to make a 
defense of this sort before men sworn to judge in accordance with the 
laws; all the same. you will know from the indictment itself that it is a 
pretext meant to deal with the endeixis. [To the clerk] Please read these 

indictments. 

[INDICTMENTS] " 

137] If these decrees. gentlemen of the jury. remain in place or are 
canceled-to me, at least, it makes no difference-what does the city 

gain or lose? Nothing at all. I think. People say that the men of Aenus" 
pay no attention to our city and that this is the fault ofTheocrines here. 
You see they were victims of his sykophantic conduct at a time when 
their loyalties were divided berween Philip and Athens. When they 
learned that the decree that Thucydides had proposed concerning their 
contribution had been indicted as unconstitutional. the decree that 
Charinus" had indicred earlier. and that no conclusion to the business 
was emerging [38] but that the Assembly was in agreement that the 
men of Aenus should pay the amount they had agreed to with Chares 
the general,.6 and they learned that this despicable man Theocrines 
was planning to resume the same course as Charinus the traitor, they 
did what they had to do: they chose the least of the evils confronting 
them.47 But what must we imagine the men of Aenus were suffering 
at the hands of the men at Athens drawing up indicttnents. when they 
found it preferable to accept a garrison and obedience to a barbarian 

43 Each of these indictments would cite the text of the proposal (psephisma) be
ing challenged for violation of existing law (nomos). 

44 A city on the coast of Thrace at the mouth of the Hebrus river that, as a 
member of the Second Athenian Confederacy founded in 378/7, was obliged to 
make a certain contribution (suntaxis). Nothing else is known about these events. 

45 Din. 1.63 refers to Charinus' banishment from the city for treasonous 

behavior. 
46Chares the son of Theochares of the deme Angele served several terms as 

general, starting in 36716. He is reported to have stood trial on many occasions. 

See Aes. 2.72; Oem. 19.232. 

47I.e .• they chose to ally themselves with Philip rather than continue to endure 

mistreatment by the Athenians. 
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and to revolt from you? But I suppose that you. and no other Greeks. 
can tolerate the wickedness of these men here. 

[39] So it is pretty clear from what has been said that neither on ac
count of the indictments that have been read out nor for any other rea
son is it right to acquit Theocrines. for this would violate all the laws 
about actions of endeixis. But. gentlemen of the jury. I think that you 
have not failed to notice their excuses. their accusations. and their fab
ricated hatreds. 

[40 ] You have. after all. often seen them in the courts and on the 
speaker's platform claiming they are mutual enemies but in private 
working together and sharing the profits. at one moment abusing each 
other and reviling each other with unspeakable slurs. yet after a little 
while joining in a party with the very same men 48 and sharing the same 
sacrifices. Perhaps none of this merits surprise. since they are evil by 
nature and they see that you accept excuses of this type. So what is to 
keep them from trying to swindle you by putting these excuses for
ward? [41] I. however. think that you must consider this case exclu
sively. gentlemen of the jury: if what I say is right and conforms to the 
laws. help me. Ignore the fact that the prosecutor is not Demosthenes 
but a very young man'" and do not think that the laws should have 
greater validity if someone presents them to you in skillful arrange
ment of words than ifhe uses ordinary language; no. they are the same 
laws. and you should help inexperienced and young speakers to the 
degree they would be less apt to trick you. [4~] In fact. it is the reverse. 
and I am the victim of a plot, not Theocrines: and after certain men 
said they would help me with the litigation but betrayed me because 
of their political clubs (hetaireiai). This will become clear to you in 
the following way. Let the herald here summon Demosthenes. [The 
speaker pauses.] He will not come up to the platform. The reason is 
not that I have been persuaded by certain men to bring this endeixis 
but that the man I just summoned reached a settlement with Theoc
rines. To show that this is true. I will require the testimony of Cleino-

48The text is not quite certain, but there seems to be a reference to the party 
celebrated by a family ten days after the birth of a child. 

49The word meirakion would normally designate a young man, not more than 
a year or two past eighteen, the age at which he could speak in court. 
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machus, who brought those men together, and Eubulides,'o who was 
with them in Cynosarges to testifY." [43] And I will present evidence 
not less compelling, but more, that this is true, as you will all agree 
once you have heard it. You see, Theocrines here, prosecuted Demos
thenes for an unconstitutional action-this "despicable man," as he 
soon will say, the one responsible for all his current troubles-but then 
openly released him from the graphe for which he had designated a 
ten-talent fine. How? Not by doing anything novel but simply what 
other men like him have done. When the graphewas announced, to get 
a postponement of the trial, somebody swore that Demosthenes was 
sick-Demosthenes, the man who was going around abusing Aeschi
nes. Theocrines then released his enemy, without swearing a counter
oath 52 or summoning him later on. Aren't these men flagrandy trick

ing you if you seriously regard them as enemies? [To the clerk] Read 

the depositions. 

[DEPOSITIONS] 

[«] Thus the right thing for you to do, gendemen of the jury, is 
for your parr not to listen to those who will say that they wish to speak 
on behalf of Theocrines because of their hatred for Demosthenes but 
instead to direct them, if they are truly Demosthenes' enemies, to in
dict him and not allow him to propose unconstitutional decrees." But 
these men are clever too and are more credible in your eyes. No, they 
will not do that. Why? Because they claim to be batding each other, 

though in fact they are not. 
[45] On the subject of their hatred, you could give me a more pre

cise account than I could give you. I would gladly question Theocrines 
in your presence-ifhe was likely to answer me honesdy-I would 
ask him, given that he says he has adopted the position that he will 

50The former is otherwise known only from Dem. 59.39; the latter has left no 

other trace. 
51 A place in eastern Attica where there was a shrine of Heracles and a gymna

sium. The alleged meeting presumably took place at the latter. 
52I.e .• swearing that Demosthenes was well enough to attend. 
53The implication may be that the jury simply shout down these speakers (cf. 

above. 25-26n). 
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block those proposing unconstitutional action-what in the world 
he would have done if someone speaking to all the citizens in the As
sembly had introduced and passed a decree that permitted disenfran
chised men and state debtors to indict and bring phasis and endeixis 
actions and, to put it plainly, to do everything the law now forbids 
them to do? [46] Would he or would he not have brought a graphe 
paranomon against the proposer? Ifhe says he would not, how is it that 
we should believe him when he says that he is on guard against those 
who make illegal motions? And ifhe would indict him, isn't it shocking 
that he would prevent the decree proposed by another man from tak
ing effect, so that all could not exercise the right, and he would block 
the business by initiating a suit, in which he wrote down the indict
ment alongside the specific words of the laws,'4 [47] but right now al
though he has not persuaded the Assembly or made the business pub
lic, he himself brings an indictment-despite the laws forbidding him 
to do so? In just a mOment he will say that he is suffering shocking treat
ment ifhe is not allowed to do so, and he will recite the legal penalties 
to which he will be liable if convicted; but in fact he lIouts the laws but 
demands that you give him a gift so great that nobody has dared even 
ask for it. 

[48] So I think just about all of you know that neither Theocrines 
nor anyone of those speaking on his behalf will have any just claim 
to put forward concerning the endeixis. But I suppose they will try to 
say that there cannot be an endeixis against those whose names are not 
posted on the Acropolis, and that it is not right to regard people as state 
debtors if no one has given their names to the official collectors, as if 
you were ignorant of the law, which states that the debt starts from the 
day on which the fine is imposed or when the man violates the law or 
decree, or as if it were not clear to everybody rhat people full into debt 
to the public treasury in many ways and that those who want to obey 
the laws pay up, and this is clear from the law itself. [To the clerk] 
Please take this law once again. 

[LAw] 

541.e., in tabular form. the text of the decree juxtaposed with those laws the 
prosecutor claimed the decree violated. 
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Do you hear what it requires, you despicable animal?-"from the 
day on which the fine is imposed on him or when the man violates 

the law." 
[50] Now, I hear that they, and Theocrines too, intend to show you 

the law that directs that, for those whose names are posted, whatever 
amount of their debt they pay is to be expunged, and they will ask how 
they can expunge anything from the account of a man whose name is 
not posted, as if it were not dear that this law was enacted specifically 

for those whose names are posted, whereas those whose names are not 
posted as state debtors are covered by that law that directs that the debt 
starts from the day on which the fine is imposed or on which the man 

violates the law or decree. [51] "Why," he will say, "don't you indict 
me for failure to post the name of a state debtor (graphe agraphiou),55 
if! am in debt and my name has not been posted?" Because the law 

does not stipulate suits for failure to post against those who are state 
debtors and whose names are not posted but rather against those whose 

names have been posted and have been expunged, even though they 
have not paid their debt to the city. [To the derk] Please take the law 

and read it. 

[LAW] 

[51.] You hear, gentlemen of the juty, that the law explicitly says that 

if a state debtor who has not paid his fine to the city has his name ex

punged, indictments for failure to post can be brought against him 
with the thesmothetai but not against debtors whose names are not 
posted; instead, the law requires an endeixis and other penalties against 
them. [To Theocrines] So why do you instruct me in the ways I should 
take vengeance on my enemies but do not defend yourself against the 

charge that I have come to court to bring against you? 
[53] Moerocles,56 gentlemen of the juty, the man who proposed the 

decree against those who wrong merchants and who persuaded not 
only you but also your allies to create a guard force to be used against 

"SeeAth. Pol. 59·)· 
')6 Moerodes has the distinction of being among only eight Athenian politi

cians whom Alexander the Great demanded the Athenians to surrender to him 
(Plut., Lifo ofDnnosthenes 23). See also Dem. 19.293 and Arist., Rhetoric 141Ia. 
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criminals," will not be ashamed to speak very sOOn on behalf of The
oerines, contrary to his own decrees. [54] He will have the nerve to ar
gue that you should not punish but acquit a man who is dearly proven 
to have brought unjustified phasis actions against the merchants, as if 
this was the motive for his legislating that the sea be swept dean, just 
in order to see to it that those who safely make it over the sea payout 
money to these men in the harbor, or as if the merchants would bene
fit if after making it through a long voyage, they fall into Theocrines' 

clutches. [55] I suppose it is not you but the generals and those in charge 
of the warships who are responsible for what happens on sea voyages, 
but what happens in Piraeus and before the magistrates is your respon
sibility, since you have authority over all these men. For this reason you 
must maintain greater surveillance over those who violate the laws here 
than over those who while abroad do not abide by the decrees: you 
yourselves should not appear to be nonchalant about what is happen

ing or to connive with the perpetrators. [56] Certainly, Moerodes, we 
will not fine the Melians ten talents as required by your decree because 
they gave refuge to pirates 58 and then let this man here go, when he has 
violated both your decree and the laws by which we administer the city. 
Will we then prevent the island inhabitants from doing wrong, men 
whom we must compel to do the right things by manning triremes, and 
let you despicable characters go, when these men sitting here should, 
in keeping with the laws, impose punishment on you? [To the juty] 

Not if you have any sense. [To the derk] Read what is published on 
the steli." 

[STELE] 

[57] I don't know what more I should say about the laws and the 
case at hand. I think you have learned enough. But I do wish to ask you 
for justice for me and my futher; then I will step down and not annoy 
you further. You see, genrlemen of the jury, with the idea that I should 

57The next several sections make dear that this force was specifically intended 
to deal with pirates. 

58Melos is an island lying between Athens and Crete. Nothing else is known 
of this incident. 

591.e., the law inscribed on a column. 
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help my father, and because I thought this course of action was just, I 
brought this endeixis, [58] aware, as I said at the beginning, that those 
who wanted to insult me would find words to slander my youthfulness 
and that others would praise me and think I was showing good sense 
if! chose to take vengeance on my father's enemy. I figured that what
ever happened before this audience would happen, regardless, but I 
needed to do what my father had commanded, especially since it was 
the right thing. [59] When should I help him? Should I not do so now, 
when punishment in conformity with the laws is possible, and I am 
actually sharing my father's misfortune, and he has been left all alone? 
This is exactly what has now happened. You see, in addition to the 
other misfortunes, this has happened to us too, gentlemen of the jury: 
although everybody is goading us on and claiming to share my pain at 
what has happened, and they say we have been treated terribly, and that 
Theocrines is liable to an endeixis, no one who has said all this is will
ing to join with us in this suit. They say they do not to want make an 
open enemy of him: Thus for some men, their desire for justice is 
weaker than their terror"· [60] Although we have suffered many mis
fortunes over a long period, gentlemen of the jury, because of this The
ocrines here, what has happened now is as serious as any of them: be
cause though Theocrines' monstrous and illegal acts were committed 

against my father and he could expose them to you, he is compelled 
to keep silent-so the law demands. So it is I, who am not equal to the 
task, who must speak; other men my age get help from their fathers, 
but my father now places his hopes in me. [61] Faced with such a rrial, 
we ask you to help us and to demonstrate to everyone that anyone, 
whether young or old, or of whatever age, who comes before you in 
accordance with the laws, will get everything he deserves. It is right, 
gentlemen of the jury, that neither the laws nor you yourselves be put 
in the power of speakers but that they be put in your power and that 
you distinguish those who speak well and expertly from those who 
speak what is right'" It is, after all, on the basis of justice that you have 

60The translation follows a textual conjecture that replaces the word pa"isia 
(candid speech) with o"odia (terror). 

61 Again, the manuscripts might be in error at this point. The translation fol
lows a conjecture that replaces the transmitted word sapbos ("dearly") with sopbos 
("expertly" or perhaps even "craftily"). 
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sworn to cast your vote. [62] Nobody will persuade you that speakers 
like this will disappear, nor that the city would in that case be worse 
off. It's the other way around, from what I hear from the older men. 
You see, they say that the city fared best when moderate and sensible 
men were involved in public affairs. Could anyone find that these men 
are good advisers? They say nothing in the Assembly and instead get 
money by indicting the men who are active there. [63] What is aston
ishing is that while getting their livelihood from sykophancy, they claim 
they are not getting it from the city. They had had nothing to their 
name before they came before YOUi 62 now that they are prosperous, 

they are not even grateful to you; instead, they go around saying that 
the demos is fickle, that it is foul-tempered, that it is ungrateful-as if 
you were prospering because of them, not they because of the demos. 
But afrer all, it's natural that they say this, when they see your indif
ference, for you have given nobody the punishment his wickedness 
deserves, but instead, you put up with their saying that the security of 
the democracy depends on men who indict and engage in sykophancy; 
there is no more damnable breed than these men. [64] How could one 
find these men useful to the city? "These men punish criminals, by 
Zeus, and reduce their number."63 Certainly not, gentlemen of the 
jury. Indeed, they make them more numerous: since those who want 
to commit some crime know that a portion of their gain must be given 
to these men, they must necessarily resolve to steal more from others, 
so they will have something to spend, not just on themselves but also 
on these men. [65] In the case of criminals who harm anyone they hap
pen to find, it is possible for victims to deflect the attacks of those who 
intend to do them harm, some by posting a guard at their house, oth
ers by staying indoors at night, and yet others by protecting themselves 
by one means or another. But in the case of sykophants like these men 
here, where can one go to get security from them? You see, the means 
available to us to take refuge from other crimes are the tools of their 
profession: laws, courts, witnesses, assemblies. There they flaunt their 
strengths, regarding those who bribe them as friends, and rich men 
who mind their own business as their enemies. 

62I.e., before they began bringing legal actions into court. 

63 In classical rhetoric this device, presenting the imagined words of someone 
opposing the speaker, is known as hypopbora. For the argument, cf. above, 58.34n. 
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[66] Keep in mind the evil of these men and remember our ances
tors. My grandfather Epichares, the Olympic victor in the boys' foot 
race, adorned the city with a crown and died with an upstanding repu
tation among your ancestors. But we, owing to this man whom the 
gods hate, have been deprived of our citizenship in this state, [67] on 
behalf of which Aristocrates, the son of Scelius, and the uncle of my 
grandfather Epichares-my brother here bears his name-accom
plished many fine deeds when the city was at war with the Lacedae
monians: he razed Eetioneia,64 into which Critias and his band were 
going to receive the Lacedaemonians, and he tore down the fortifica
tion and restored the democracy, braving dangers unlike these con
fronting us, but ones in which a failure was glorious, and for your bene
fit he checlred the conspirarors. [68] For the sake of Aristocrates, it 
would have been reasonable for you to save us, even if we happened to 
be men like Theocrines-though in fact we are better than he is and 
what we say is just. We will not annoy you by repeating this again, since 
Theocrines has put us into the position that, as I said when I began, 
we have no hope of sharing in the freedom of speech granted even to 
aliens.6' [69] So that we have this consolation, if nothing else, to see 
this man too forced to keep silent, help us, pity those of our family who 

. have died for their country, force him to give a defense on rhe subject 
of the endeixis itself, and be the same sort of judges of his words as he 
was of ours when he prosecured us. [70] He tricked the jurors and re
fused to propose a moderate penalty for my father; and though I vehe
mently begged him and supplicated him at his knees, he set the fine at 
ten talents, as if my father were a traitor to the city. So we ask you. we 

beseech you: vote for what is just. 
You, whoever you are,66 help us if you can and speak for us. Step 

up to the platform. 

64 See Thuc. 8.88 -92. The speaker is confusing events of 41I wich those of 403· 
65Since he will aucomatically inherit his facher's atimia. See above, 58.17n. 
66This may be che formula, a sort of blank indicaced by me speechwricer. inco 

which the speaker would add che name of che man who would speak nexc. Cf. the 

ending of Oem. 56. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The author of this speech is almost certainly Apollodorus, father
in-law (also brother-in-law) of the man who delivers the first sixteen 
sections. The style of Against Neaera is repetitious and sprawling and 
shows other signs that the speech is not by Demosthenes himself (see 
the Introduction, pp. 12-15). Yet Agaimt Neaera holds exceptional in
terest for its picture of aspects of Athenian life seldom touched on with 
such detail in other texts. We see in particular how hetairai, deluxe 
prostitutes, played a part in the erotic and public lives of many Athe
nians, some of them very prominent. 

Prostitution itself was not a crime in Athens, and men were at no 
risk of prosecution for employing prostitutes. Moreover, JUSt beneath 
the surface of the speakers' contempt for prostitutes and their righteous 
denunciations of Neaera's alleged offenses against the city of Athens 
and her gods, we can see the possibility that some element of genuine 
affection and concern might have coexisted with the inherent brutal
ity of paid sex with slave women and with manumitted women at risk 
of losing their freedom. Lysias was eager to bestow on his favorite the 
benefits of initiation into the Mysteries (21). Phrastor, when an invalid, 
felt closer to Neaera and her daughter than to his own relatives, despite 
the triclr the women played on him (55 -56). Epainetus, once Neaera's 
lover, though blackmailed and humiliated, was willing to contribute 
to a dowry for her daughter (69-70). In addition, in the often-quoted 
passage distinguishing wives from what we might call "kept" women 
(122), the speaker assigns thelarter group the domains of "pleasure" and 
"tending," leaving wives only the role of mothering legitimate children 
and serving as "guardians" of the household. 


